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About MeWe
MeWe is inspired by trust, control, and love for social media users ... MeWe emphasizes social sharing where people can be
their true, authentic selves. MeWe members own their data and are customers to serve, and their data is #Not4Sale to
advertisers, marketers, or politicians. MeWe members enjoy the protection of MeWe’s Privacy Bill Of Rights.

We aspire… MeWe is here to empower you and enrich your world. We challenge the status quo by making trust, control,
data privacy and love the foundations of an innovatively designed, easy-to-use social experience. We’re not always perfect
(although we’re working on it), but we are honest and keep it real. MeWe provides you the fun, uplifting and trustworthy
communication platform that enhances your life, while delivering the respect and safety we all deserve.
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MeWe (M+W)

Description:

Engineered with privacy-by-design, MeWe is the revolutionary social network with the social features people love and
no ads, no targeting, and no newsfeed manipulation.

Stakeholder(s):
Friends :
Available in 19 languages worldwide on iOS, Android, and
desktop, MeWe is the uplifting next-gen social network with
exciting, easy-to-use features people love for connecting with
friends, family, and common interest groups, including: news-
feeds for contacts and Close Friends; pages; private 1:1 and
group chats; private and open groups; disappearing content;
Stories; a great custom camera with GIF creation; live voice
and live video; next-gen voice messaging; personal cloud
storage; custom group profiles; and features you can't get
anywhere else like MeWe's dual-camera and MeWe Journals.

Family

Interest Groups

Stars :
Integral to its platform, MeWe Pages allows stars, artists,
musicians, and brands to connect with 100% of their fans in
real time, with no interfering advertisements, no newsfeed
manipulation or algorithms, and no need to pay to boost

content. That means that 100% of their page followers will see
100% of their posts, in the order they post them. MeWe provides
stars, artists, musicians, and brands with full ownership rights
to their content and allows them to promote/monetize in what-
ever manner they'd like to with their followers.

Artists

Musicians

Brands

MeWe Members :
MeWe members enjoy total control over what they share along
with full ownership of their content and data. The next-gen
social networking platform has no facial recognition and no
newsfeed or content manipulation, common on other social
media platforms. MeWe members see every post, chat, com-
ment, etc., made by individuals, pages and groups they are
connected with, in true timeline order.
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Vision
Your world is enriched

Mission
To empower you

Values
Common Sense: Some call it a privacy revolution. We call it common sense.

Sociability: We are social creatures by nature
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Connectivity: Online connectivity is fun and essential

Trust: Customer trust and safety are the backbone of business

Privacy: We are social creatures by nature and private people by right.

Self-Expression: That’s why MeWe offers the power of self-expression delivered under the umbrella of safety.

Safety: At MeWe, you can enjoy amazing online experiences that give you the freedom and safety to be and share the
real you.

Creativity: As individuals, our creativity and innermost thoughts require privacy. It’s how we change ourselves and
the world.

Freedom: That’s why we believe that all of us should have the freedom to be our authentic selves online, without
worrying about being spied on, targeted, or manipulated.

Authenticity

Nonpartisanship: Unlike other social networks, at MeWe we have absolutely no political agenda and no one can pay
us to target you with theirs.

Rule of Law: MeWe is for law-abiding and TOS-abiding people everywhere in the world, regardless of political,
ethnic, religious, sexual, and other preferences.

Civility: We have a strict and clear Terms of Service protecting our members: haters, bullies, porn, spammers, bots,
lawbreakers, violence inciters, etc. are prohibited.
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Social Networking
Socially network with features that give users control
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MeWe is an advanced social network with features that give you total control, including:

1. Cloud

Organize content in the Cloud

My Cloud - Seamlessly organize all your content in My Cloud; it's your personal cloud. My Cloud offers an
interactive dashboard for you to control everything you’ve posted or shared - making it simple to delete or
reshare.
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2. Profiles

Enable customization of personal profiles for each group

Unique profiles - Be yourself, free from any tracking and spying. Customize your profile for every group you
create or join.
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3. Voices

Post pictures, videos, or documents and include voice messages.

Voice integration (on any or all content) - Post pictures, videos, or documents and include a voice message.
Respond to a shared post or just chat. MeWe’s voice integration works for you and your contacts throughout the
entire platform.
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4. Videos

Simultaneously show speakers and what they are talking about

Dual-Camera Videos (MeWe's) - Simultaneously show you talking (Me) and what you’re talking about (We)
using your phone's front/back cameras.
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5. Journals

Save, sort, and organize stories

MeWe Journals - Save, sort, and organize your favorite Stories beyond the moment - for a lifetime of memories
and sharing.

6. Tagging

Sort and organize content

Universal tagging - This is a new, convenient way to sort and organize all the content you receive and share,
making it easy to find everything, anytime.
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7. Permissions

Manage permissions on a granular level and decide exactly who sees what

Enhanced permission control (patent issued) - Manage permissions on a granular level and decide exactly who
sees what. You can also remove yourself from the search directory, make yourself invisible to other members
online, and much more.
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8. Fun & Communication

Have fun, communicate authentically and share like-minded & disparate ideas

Much More – MeWe is the uplifting next-gen social network for everyone who wants to have fun, communicate
authentically and share like-minded & disparate ideas under the umbrella of trust, control, and safety. Let's
MeWe!
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